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ABSTRACT

A review of the literature for the past 7 years
reveals that the computer4erves several key functions im the
newsroom, its more dominant role is in mord processing, I5i.internal
copy priocessing regirdless of the source of the copy. Computers are .
also us'eful in reviewing documents for conient analysis, for survey'
regearch-..in public opinion-polls and surveys, and for secondary
research of da'ta.gethered by other sources. Graphids capabilities'.
have,helped reporters to-understand complex statistics and.repbrtsx
and have aided adver,tising. Computerization. is 'directly responsible
for increasing the volume of news eeceived by newspapers and even for
how news is selected. *Amothee recent development involves paginatin,
with newspapers laying out news space, 'headlihes,.ana other editorial
.

.

.

content using .the-computer. 'Other applisations include 'the use of
comemterized index data bases'for the stpra;ge and retrieval of
information', facsVile transmission, and the,printing,of news, on
videotext. From the revieW 'of the.literaiure; it appears that much:of
the newsroom
the research and develoment of computer applicatibns
in the remaining years will, center on pagination, iiniproved storaige
information, further movement towatd,all-termitel
and-retrieval
-systems,.and increased' use of satellite technology for wire service
transmissions. of news. (A selected bibliography on"computerization,
and the -newspaper is.appended.) (HOD)
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-3TECHNOLOGICAL,7DEVELOPMENTS IN JOURNALISM:

THE IMPACT OF THECOMPUTER IN THE NEWSROOM
,

Consider this statement:
lot

,

.

(T)echnology is blurring the traditional definitions of

communications media as wk.11 as the uses to Ohich these media have been put.'The
press, radin, television, telephony(sic), and various other forms of
communication are now still quite distinguishable, but advances in technology
will render theae media much, muCh lessdistinct to the end user, the consubea,
you and Lin our.homei And blisinesses in. the future." .

D. Solomon J. BochsbanaExecutive Vice Prlsident
Bel). Laboratories
A

Our communinatiOn environment is being altered; as we aee'told by Becker, He
identifies at least six major trends,'each.of which involves the traditional ;
print medium, the newspaper, Becker says these trends include (1) rapid
inareasep in the number and kinds of sources of,inforiaation, (2) eroding
distihctions amongpost ofthe major media, (3) "demassification" of the media
audiences with fragmentation, (4) an aging,,changing audience which'has less and
less sexual distinctions with less and less available time for the media, (5)
coneolidation and develbpment of cross ownership is continuing, and (6),S2
increasingly important role of the computer in all mass media induatries.
%

;

.

Becker feels the combination of these trends will lead to the ultimate
newspaper, one which is tailoredsspecificalp to individual readers with hell.) <,of
compnter and cable/satellite communication. While we are heading toward these
personalized newspapersHoe obvinusly have not.yet,reached that stage. Yet the
computer has becomelan integral'part of the newspaper. The nwspaper has become
computerized in just about all departments and,components of the-product.
Computers are in use in the newscoom in what,are commonly called "front-end
systems" to serve the '!front office" newsroom (as opposed,to the "back-end"
production side). Computer front-end systems are elaborate word processing
systems with massive storage 'capabilities vastly differenefrom the TRS-80 Model
III,microcomputer hardware and SuperScripsit \mord processing software which was
used to prepare this manuscript. But they really achieve the iame end. Computers
are. also major forcestoday in advertising, 'circulation, the newspaper's,
library, the business office, and the printing plant. We have become completely
dependent upon these logicai'devices.
.

,

A study conducted by Doyle Dan e Bernbach predicta "media environments" will
undergo significant changes in the next decade. Computer-based technologies will
be'responsible for these changes,. which the report says', will include changes in
informatiod available and the format in which it is obtained,'moie localized
"zoned" editions, more equitable pricing for advertising, space ordering will be
facilitated by computer, And reproduction and use of' color Will improve, and
videotext--the computer-sUpported .electrodic newspaper-- sill'replace

traditional sections of the.newspaper,4

4

-42
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1.7,c are at the cutting'edge today. There is, as Schramm and Porter have
noted, a special .importance of the computer in the, information revolution of the
1980s. They wrote the "ability to-store almost endless amounts of information
and retrieve it on demand brings us to consider the computer,, which m9 well
be;ome the great communicating machine of the Information Revolution." While
Schramm and -Porter do not predict what.will happen in the yeara to come in this
decade they suggest it-will be an exciting time for communicators. They.liken

Oat is-happ9ing today in this information revolution to the beginnings` of the
industrial revolution. "The men and women at the beginning of the Industrihl
Revolution,must have had some of this same sense of uncertain destiny. Unlik
:e
6
them, however, we shall have something to say about what.happens," they wrote.
.

,

.

The purpose of this research paper is to...,outline new technological
developments applied to the newspaper. More specifically, the intenr is to
'review literature relating to computerization of the newspaper newsroom. Because
many of the functions of the newspaper ,are interTrelated today.by the computer
in pfoduction, the newspaper's technological developments cannot be discussed
' without consideration for changes in other departments as well. This essay will
review relevant scholarly and professional literature published in the lest
seven years on computerization of.the newspaper newsroom. An accompanying
selected bibliography is attached to this paper in Apiendix A. It is also still
in incomplete form, the product of,a'preliminary seaich and review of literature
which is continuing at this time. A'final report will be issued at a later date.'

,

About the Literature

-

As any developing body of mass communication technical literature goes, the
:.literature concerning newspaper technology and the computer tends to be located
generally in the professional literature and.is beginning to become-the concern
of'schorars in research journals. Reviewing literature pdblished since the eirrly
1970s, it is apparent the subject of technology and newspapers is only beginning
to catch the interests of esearchers in mass communication.
Professiolial journals such as Editor & Publisher, the American Newspaper
Publishers Association (ANPA) Research Institute Bulletin (this publication was
merged into Presatime in October 179), PubliSher's AuxiriarY, the'American
Sodety"of Newspaper Editors' The Bulletin, and ANPA's PresstiMe, for example,
are the best sources of literature on.technological developments in journaliame
While these articles tend to,be highly-qualitative and'descriptive, often based
on case studies of new installations of,equipment, these articles are extremely
useful in setting the,state of the art. Clearly, the frequency Of publication of
a professional publications such as these are assets in getting the most Cii'r'reiit

information into the hands of the consuMer,as quickly as possible. ANPA's
special editions _of Research Institute'reports are slow in publication,
unfortunately.-With a move from Ehston, Pa., to Reston, Virginia, this year, the.
delays may be even more severe-before they improve. At,Tresent., the most recent
edition of,specillcation data for newsimper production equipment of ANPA-member
newsliapers is the 1981 report published last year. The most recent eleatronics,
'replort was issue4 for 1979 in 1980. Updated editions are expected liter this
year, according to ANPA's Research Ins4pitute.
Scholarly publications, on the other.hand, are more thorough in their review
of developments. Journal articles, such as those in Journal of Communication or

f.

.

,

'Newspaper Research Journal, are much more empirical in natuii and provide
quantitative evidence for support of:hypotheses based on review of literatut:e.
While these are also narrow in scope, these articles an& eesays-often provide
the theoretical advantage for the reader uncertain about the reasohs why certain
technological decisions have been made and implemented. Scholarly litergture is
still "catching,up"swith professional literature. Journals publishing the most
useful.literature on.technological developments.in journalism are those which
are interested in other technological changes (e.g., in broadcasting and other
forms of publishing) as well. Leaders in_research about technological change'are.
Newspaper Research Journal and °Jouial of Communication. Clearly, other.2journals
-in mass communication have given attention td the subject; but perhaps not in as.
much deptivor in as innovative a manner. Another genre of journals inteiested.in
mass commdnication technological developments are graphics, computer, and
information/library professional publications.,
4

.

'In recent years, the first generation of books and-disserations/theses
discussing the impact of"the new technolokical developments on newspaper have
been, and are being, published. Leading scholarly writers are Anthony Smith and
Benjamin Compaine. Among the proljdfic professional publications authors
specializing in hew technology are Earl Wilken,.editor of the equipment news
section'of Editor and Publisher, and Sandra Puncekar, former editor of the ANPA
R.L. Bulletin and presently a parttime writer for Presstime. New textbooks are
tlso a aourCe of general information on the subject, primarily in the newest
editions.of introductory textbooks on mass communication.
'

(
e

Overvievi

.

Sittini in a candlelit room in Atlanti, where the power had gone out during
and ice storm, HatVard reseiircher Benjamin Compaine talked aboUt the impact of
media:.'Noting the irony of a,power-failure at,a conference'on the new
technology, Canpaine said, "it's beginning.to lOok like a jungle out there for'
media people and for the consumer." Taking a rather'novel approach to his
presentation, he interviewed himself.about the new technclogy and its effects on
is,going to pay.for it? What will it cost?" Compaine raised
society;
'questions we.must consider as we review literature on technological development.
All these changes in the newsroom which we will spon discuss here are possible*,
or soon will be. But we,musealso consider not 'only what the qhanges will enable
us to do, but Unless we considgi economic factors se well as impact on the
receiver of the message, much is lost. Unfortunately, however, at this point we
. do not know many of the angwerS to Compaine's questions.
.

Computeri4ation of the Newsroom
-

-Smith argues that the newspapen took to the Complittr under the rnfluence of
the Awrican Newspaperpublishers Association in abOut 1960. Prior toNthis, he
-notes, the newspaper limited application of the Compater to.,business and
commercial vork done by aft accountant. -Gradually, matket researchers began to
use the computer, then the advertising department. Then came computer time
.sharrng--- allowing several users to use the cbmputer at the same time. This
enabled designers to congider applications--- words. After hyphenation and
justifiCation probiemi wei-e resolved,in the 1960s, the doot was open
I
completely.8
.

1

6

lut thelaggest concern, SMith contends, is thechange of the work habit of
the riewspaper newsroom and.production plant and the physical changes which
would also come from the technological developments., AccepEance was slow af
first, by(5 it occurred without serious damage, if any at'all, to the editorial
product.
Nevertheless, Smith said, newspapers must select theihfront-end
systems with the subtleties of selecting furniEure for the home.
And to go
with these new systems, newspaper have created new positions called "production
editors" but known around Many newsrooms as "computer czars." And reporters,
Smith nre4icts,,will begin to change tbeir functions in the dewsroom because'of
the computer. He wrote: "The reporter is,pow equipped to become,t.rather
different kind of,information broker from the past.,tiany of the rcutinesth'at
necessitated reporters performing humdrum reprocessing tasks are'being or could
be technologically elithinated. The newspaper, itris true, has to surrender a
certain sovereignty tb other intermediariet who have the right of direct input
to its computer, but it has more of an opportunity to review incoming materials
and choose between.the stories offered. Thi newdpaper will probably be able td
reduce the number ofvteporters-or editor-hours used on a range of traditional
copy-editing tasks and use the time.to collect more original material' or perform
more thorough research
.
(T)he technilues of the newspaper librarian begin
to overlap with.those of the reporter, whose tasks becomes increasingly that of
a collator an& comparer of versions--- more of a scribal function in some.ways.
The'more skilled the reporter the more of a researcher ,be,becomes, a human
'scanner of data basesd, an intermediarysbetween the enormous and,ever-growing
store of available knowledge and the reader," In short, Smith tbihks the
comiuter will.leadui to A new breed of reporter and editor in the l980e.not
unlike a techniciar.and specialist pf a certain sort of news, quite the opnosite
Iz
'of the general assignme.nt reporter we still find today.
.

A

.

.
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All-this has led to a new term, "Compygications," to, represent the combined
\power of the computer and communications.
Moghdam emphasizes the impdrtance of
the computer in the newsroom by stating its purpose is to capture-4the,..,
reporter's original keYttrokest . .
to record the initial reports in'a format
compatible with the requirements ofsthe phototypesetting machines in order to
avoid rekeyboarding, reduce errors, and provide thunewsroom with greater
control oyer the quality of the finished product.!
.

The computer serves seve'ral key functions in the newsroom. Its most,dominant
role today is in word processing, or internal copy'processing regardless of the
source of the copy (reporter, wire service,.and such). Included in thel,word
processing handled by the computer are keyboarding or writing and rewriting;
editing, and data or story transfer from point to point in the newsroom. There
are Also/special functions, iuch as A search and replace of words and phrases,
definiion of'frequently-uded strings of words, and so on. Editing.features
incldde befdline writing and counting, story measurement, automatic slugging,
and so on. Today the increasing ortability of the computer terminal has enabled
newspapers to provide reporters on assignment to, use terminals linked via
telephone to,the central processing unit of the computer for greater speed and
ac.curacy of transmission af'stories, especially under deadline. One of the most
widely uSed applications lias been in the' qports department, where newspapers
routinely
send reporters 6.11 Cross-country trips to follow professional and
college teams. Political beat reporters are finding the same advantage at
conventions and other similar events. And newspapers with bureaus have'found
.

0.
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these portable terminals easy means to link reporters to the -central processing
unit' of the electronic editing system.
0

Computers gre now being used for assistance in writing. Even before
microcomputers with 'word processing software which added a proofing dictionary,.;e
newspap s.were wo'rking on prototype spelling and proofing programs for their
sophisti ated'efectronic gditing and repOrting systems. ANPA research in the
late 1970k sd to ch'ecking and verification systems now in use° at some
newspapers.
,

The computer is also a valuable tool-for reporters in creating news.
Reporters educated in the social science% are learning means to apply "'precision
journalism".techniques to their reportingfor greater accuracy and efficiency in
analyzing data. The computer is useful in reviewing documents for content
analysis, for survey researCh in public opinion'polls and surveys, and for
seconder research of data gathered by other sources (such as the U.S. Censul
and other government agencies). Reportert.and editors are learning to:use the
computer as a predictive tool as well, using data collected to project trends
and developmeyhs in their aommunities to mention only a few current
applications.
.

00.

Reportervare also using microcomputers and terminals in their offices for
reporting. Sine metropolitan newspapers are thinking about, and,some have
already pUrchased,ornicrocomputers4to assist in analysis of budgets and, other
financial documents, data retrieval from distant data beses, and the more common
word processing.'Graphics Capabilities of a microcomputer help reporters tor
understand complex statistics and reports, as well. Reporters using
microcomputers' in their jobs believe the computer helps them spot-Iftiormation
4.7
and angles other reporters do not find so easily and as quickly.

Clearly, the idaptation of the'electronic editing system by the major aews
(services has been an asset td.the newspaper newsroom. Associated Press and,
United Press Inte'rnational, two major services; provide electronic transiAission
service ("DataStream" and qDataNews" services at 1,200 words per rninute compared
to the old Teletype rate of 66-gords per minute) for newspapers directly into
the newspapers' codputer data storage banks. Editors are able to review stories
as they are transmitted, call them up instantly, edit, and send, the copy
electronically-to the photocoriposition system in composing within seconds. This
development in the.past ten years has enable copy tditing On national and
international desks to remaqably change,what it pan accomplish and how quickly
Computerization is directly responsible for
it.can get tasks completed.
.increasing'the.volume of news received by newsPapers and even how it is
selected-- if an editor decides to program ttie computer to categorically-delete
stories (for. unwanted regional news,-fdr example). And obviously, it id
responsible for the increese-in speed in which reporters for wire services can
produce stories andjiey can-be transmitted to newspapers ?or publiCation at
deadline Hiles. The computer's capaCitieslips allowed more up-tO-date news to
reach the seeder faster than ever before.
4-developing body of literature has. evaluated the impact of electroni c
reporting and editing systeinS on the.news product. Wbile some studies are
concerned with the physiolOgical'effects of terniinals on the human body, this is
not a concern of this review.20 Instead, we look at, the imPact of the computer

On the editorial,Product. Randall, for example, found a brief increase in error

8

t.
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7

tate 40ring the transition peniod to an electronic editlyg system', but an
There have been 'other,
eventual reduction in ertor rats below the base perfod.
studies on electronic editing effects, such as those by Crook, isy Fisheip, by
Kurtz, by Shipley, Gentry, end clarke, .and by'Stulce, to mention onlyla sfew
conducted in the past sevH years which have looked-at'what technology,gbas 'doise
The results of these studies seem inconclusive at
to the eaitorist product.
best, indiceting the need for further rtsearch in this area.

,

,

,

Even the computer has become part o the telephone system. As more and,mores
iEewspapers purchase and install their own telephone ystems for newsrooms as
Nell as the rest of the newapaper, /the newspaper becomes dependent on the
computen in ontmore way. Most nev telephone systems are comiiuter based. Systems ,
such as CBX--- computer branch exchange---,areNless expensive 23d programmable
to tailor to individual newsroom and other departmental-needs.,
.
,
,

In the darkroom, ohanges have also occurred with computeriZation. These
changes affect developing and processifig film, but also may change theyery
nature of the photograph: Instead of printing, photographers may find completely
digitized and stored graphics as part of thecomplete P'aginatiod of the
//
newspa'per. After about 80.years of minor changes, nem developments are on their
waY---brought on by the computer. Nqw that almost all,newspapers use 35 mm
single lens teflex cameras, it will likely become obsolete with development of.
the electronic still c'amera---perhaps one of the newest applications of computertechnology to the newsroom. 'This tool redords images in digital form on magnetic
diaks rather.ihan on film. For full Pegination--= the ejectronic makeup iA the
page on a video display terminal--- graphics as well as type must be prepared oq
an electronic editinesyetem. ProfesalOnal and scholarly literature discussing:,
-this sieve1opment is only just new emerging. And the quality of electronic'
cameras which digitize images is gradually improving to publication quality.,,,
Herbert, for example, has,written_that Associated Press is involved in an

'

"'electronic darkroom" project- wIlich will digitize graphics. 'Digitization has,

-

been 4one for years, he notes, with the peciblem really in "what to do with /
,photographs after they'are digitized-- how to manipulate them----enlarge, arop,
reduce,-etc.; how to atore.dt14, both on and offline; and-how to output this
* -----1,
,.
data to a pagination system.4
.

'

.

:

ID:
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Editor and Publisher proclaimed in January that in terms of newspaper
computer technology, 1982 wap the year of pagination. A. select nuMber-of
newspapers are experimenting'with full-page pagination, including graphice, in
addition to Asinciated Press. Knight-Ridder, for example, placed the fiist flitll
pagination system---with graphics--- in its newspapei7in Pasadeoa, Calif. The
system allowa operators to View and compose 'whole pages of halftones,'line art,
and type. And, if projections for 1983 are correct, we will see this year as the
period during whidh newspapers as an industry,will begin to adopt,the concept of
pagination 'and the year 'when the traditional imposing room begins,to disappears
Pasadena's newspaper is composedpentirely in the newsroom, eliminating the need
for a composing2soom as we have eraditionally known it. The coMputet has become
.,
'the compositor.
.

.

.

.

.
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Pigination Systems
rt

As mentioned above, the next step in the .computerization of the newaroom,and
composing room is already being taken-. It beian,-if Editor and Publisher is'
coi-rect, last year in California. This year, 1983, will-continue the rapid
growth of pagination. Newspapers are laying,out news space headlines, and other
editorial-content of thd'page on the computer. Paginatiot was firsk applied for
disPlay advertising layout and'design, then gradually'applied to layout and
design pf pages with both advertising and news.holes. The computer terminal, in
this caie, takes atories alreadr..processed,on the 'system and readYbfor dummying
and perpits the terMinal operator to experiment with locations, designs of type,'
'headline sizes, and sudh before the page ii.produced. Theie systems have been.in
use for sueral.years now,at-variohs newspapers, but as,mentioned above, without
graphics.
.

,

,

At this time, pagination systems must become even more economically feasible
before they will.receive tridespread adaptation in ehe industry. Most newspapers ,
seem to be "iiniting to see" wliat 'the early inéctallations and experiments will
reieal at the few newipapers -using it at..this time.it 1east one essayist, in a.

'

pr(ofessional publication,'expressed hope that by 1983 this barrier Wrld be
achieved add paginakion Opuld becomba standard -component of production
It.has not yet, blip*the day* is n ar ng as'
equipmen't of the typical newspaper.
Editor and Publisher Equipment News:Section Editor Earl Wilken wrote.
Pagination,ohe,said, is being "demystified" thfggh seminars discusSing
strengths and weaknessessof pagination systems.

Computerized Libraries-Branscomb has,suggested that the day of the general circulation lending .
library is.a passing institution. The alternatives for housing'and distributing,
ititOrriation created by new technology have.brought on a reevaluation'of roles
and reasons for the public library and its services. "Today, the established o.,
patterns for creating.books and collecting them ielibrariebare breaking down
" Branscomb argues.
because of t number of new forces
.

;

.

*

'

And with some extension:of'Branscomb's reasoning to the newspaper, which has
its own library sePvices to 'consider', we cob* to comiuterization of the
.newspaper library: For a-number of yeais now,/newspapers have consideredthe
options" in'dealing with ever-growing/numbega,of folders cramied full "with
yelloWing newsprint clippings. One solution wa6 mictofilmand microfiche to save
sp'ade.-Thus, one application of,the computer was to sefve as a fast indexing
means for these masdive collections of prihted,materials and photographs.
Another, with,the age of computerization, was eomplete storage atiperetrieval of
'information,in massive computer syste*---ideally interfaced with eleCtronic
repO54ng and editing systeds.,-We are already using celputers to locate
,infofmation more quickly with computerized index date.bases.in daily use in many
public andyprivate,libraries--- some. qf the literature review tor, this paper was
conducted,using alich a system at the Univerdity of Miami 'which interfaces with
data bases by long distance tefeilhone lines. These systems enable'us to locate
the books and articles on subjects we.are interested in, and of course, are ofimmense use to'enterPrising reporters conduc4ing backgiound'research on.a

4

,
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subject. Becker,also warns that ths form of booka-themselves.will be chfnging in
the next generation, with Some form of microfilm, electronic-recording, or other
efficient storage device implemented to replace bulky bobks and magapines:
Further applications of "56ectronic.libraries" includes non-verbal materials
such as.sound recordings.

'

.

W alker has pointed out the advahtages of computerized libraries at
newspapers, concluding that while prices and sophistication of these systems'
vary consiaerahly, not many newspapers have instAlpd such systems yet, most :of'.
the 18 newspapers.which have them are metropolitan dailies with the financia
resources to experiment wi,th.them. While newspapers are waiting to see if these
systems are financrilly feasible, most librarians point out the advantages to
'such a szstem for the newsroom. "NewsVaper librarians Stress that electronic
systems can icaprove reporting quality by\making research, materiaravailable to
reporters at the push of the_button..The information is more comOlete becauSe a
whdle file.dating hack for as .long as the eystem has been operating can be
searched for inforiation. In a conveffitional "morgue" there is virtlflly no way '
Sharing ,
'for a reporter to be eure that a-particular clip file is complete."
information in the library is an optidll mariy publishers are cnsideriig to
reduce cost of operation. Newspaper groups are beginning to consider
A
possibilities of 'sharing costs for a central computer system linked by telephone
lines. Knight-gidder will be using PhiJadelphia, Miami,.and 9troit'as regional
centdrs for itS network of newspapers and broadcast outlets.
.

.

What ia the effect'a%the newsroom? rn,addition to research quality in
reporting," Walker believes such libraries will improve speed in reporting as
well. Finding informa$ion quickly will enable reporters to.finish stories1
faster, Jite. points.tut Thoroughness and accuracy it newswriting stand to be
improved with such systems, also. Finally, these eystems endourage refiorters-to
use reference materials aince they realize the material they seek will be th7re
and not misplaced or loit.'When old clip file systems fail to produce materials
sought, reporters begin to use 45m less and less.. This will not happen with an
%
electronic morgue, Walker wrote.
-

,

*,

Other Newsroom Applications of the Computer

Ne*spapers are beginninwto think about.other applicatiOns of the computer's
rogical functions to improve_its product. With the possibilities o( the comlibter
today-, nevispapers--which dp not evemahare the saii-physical"plant can share.
resources sOch as a computec-based electronic editing system. Toe newspapers, at#
least, arefalready doing this im Connecticut withrnewsrooms 7.5 Miles apaet.'
Production has been consOlidated, but newsroom with terminals in different
locations serve the two distincoVnews departmente. There wi1l no'doubt, be more
of.these ,trials not that he computer has made such interfacing podlible by
dedicated telephone lines.
.

,

.

DeWeese writes about immediate content analysis application of the' computer
in Detroit. In this, the idea is to content anilyze the comPuterized newspiper
just is it is published in computef-readable form withotit rekeypwlchihglthe
editions. This effort haS enabled editors, as well as.researchers,
immediately investigate the daily effort-of the profesionaljournalfii;.\When
stories are quantitatively analyzed, obviously, a computer ftogram is alsd used.
The researcher can analyie the newspaper's news for the number of words, number
1

.4.
,

1".

.
r
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of sentences,'percentage of word\s or percentse ofsentences in afiparticulir
category, and so on for sections or the entire newspaper, or eyen a'Particular
,. .time series of several issues. A.rangeoof statistical analyses is possible
beyond simple descriptive statistics,.Delieese said. However, just as mgch of the
technology we have di9,oussed so far, DeWeese concluded the immediate Contett
analysis by computer will not be a practical reality until costs are
e b.
significantly'sduced and capacities to'handle large amounts of data (stories)
Editors have alreildy begun to use computerized content analysis
are iiicreased.
to improve eheir understanding of/the protuct they edit. Editors are able to use
'. content analysis-type computer prcegams to evaluate length of,stories published,
to assign the.story into broad categories as,well as specific categoris to.1
,
.

/.

L

,

.

j

41,...

determine how much .. atEention''. is being given to a topic over a period of tiMe,

.

tWproductivity of a giveh reporter, wire service stories uaed, Photographs
used-by size and category, e bined wire and
, local
r stories, and even assists in
'-budget planning, and so on.
t has led fo another sOurce.of help for the ,
editor's."illistinft" used in 1:jcing6decisions aboutcoverage, at east one
newspaper's editors have claimed."'

/-:

'

...

.
.

gelated to ,content andlybis is another application described by Shamo.
AnAlysis of mritingi such.as prediction of syllable count and readability In
gengral,-can be done by compgter program. These apfiroachei will no doubt
usefUl to editors, reporters, and'Ierriters for improvdment in their craft.
,
' q
.Tolay, an-increasingmumber of newspapers are prducing t ir own software,
far, a number oT newsroom and non-news tasks to cut costs for compdter programs.
Cidhelli/Oritas hese coin are often double the original inlpstment in
1
,
equipment in spite of the decline in the 'cost of hardware in the late 1970s.
"New,methods of program construction have been developeCwhich promise to
greatll reduce program desTgo, coding, and'maintenance costs. These methods,
whiph improye ttA;logicla1 integrity and readability'of
rams, are.now being
J.
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Advertising Applications

0

t
For a number, of years now, newspapers have used weird processing systems, the

same or modified'versions of electronic reporting and editing "front end
systems used in the newsroom, for tlassified advertising.qn fact, both VDT
'systems and optical character recognition topg) sySiems have been used for ihput
of classified Advertising copy for typeaetting:. pie VDT system can.offer the
,advantage of pre-programmed formats which Can be used while thd operator istaking the information by telephone. Today,, thede systems are interfrated for
input and processing. In addition, the computer aisisis in editing, eomputing.ad
linage for.an edition, cdst of Ehe advertisements, checks agarnst bad3§redit
risks from name-ana address of customer, and preparation of the_bill.-

*,

.

.

.

4

5isplay advertising, as pointed out earlier, his.worked with electronic
layout and.design of'advertiSements ulith early versions Of pagination terminals,
-sinceit is the_produCt of-the cooperative effort of many individuals and a
central assembly ddvice is desired. This form of informat(iOn.processing is, more
soptfistickted than simple.input.of dk$, that classified systems require,li and
But these systems are quite expensive,
therefore, more proficient dperators:
as we discused with pagination systems for news pages, and at this time high
.costs preclude the use of such deVices at smaller newspapers- lackirig financial
.

-

1.2

4*

cA

resoffces, even though they are often costjustified when production time ie
The advantages are clear---.greater ease and speed in moving blocksof
s in production costs, expandability, flexibilit5i,
.type near deadline; :saving42
modular makeup, and so on.
.;.

-$.,cut,

A Brief Look At Produotion
NewspaperA are,increasingly concerned ibout,eIectric power sources. With
computerization of the newspaper newsroom_And production facilities, newspapers
,must.be prepared for emergency power faiLuree'.. Because of this concern, there is,/
a.developing literature discussing alternatives to.traditional power aOurces to
assure continued service in the event,cof a storm, a blackout:' and,such. The
American Newrpaper"Publishecs Association has-researched this subject'for
seviral years now to protect.the newspaper published in in electronic
lr
envirdhment. Edieors.and others in.the newspaper production procesi shudder
whenever the words on their VDT screens flic 1eduriig a power problem. There
must be backups, ANPA says, and most newspapers iive installed emergency
generators independent of the usual eie45rical system---7.-assuming these occur
one or two times a year.in most planta.
'

.1.,

A'

4

However, the purpose of this liEerature.review is to look at'sthe Tole of the
cOmputer in thenewsiroom, and me cannot completely ignore lhe computer's'
application of the computer in production. Toda50,4 newspaper is often Produced
in two different plants--- one located downtowq 176Vtrditorial aqd business
purpoaes, for example, and another in the suburbs or at a different,Location for
productiOn and printing. We currently see this in Detroit, Quincy, Mass., and at
other daiy newspapers.
newspapers use messenger services for transmissibn ,of page images, but
more and' more newspapers are using facsimile transmission---.the electronic
transmission'of the page image'from siie 'A to site B.'National newspapers such
as the The Wall Streit Journai and USA Todroyemploy this production technique to
permirt ,fAst dissemination and uptodate editions in all regions of the_country
by using satellite printing plants. Satellite iransmiSsion of the page image is
not new; it was first tried IR 1967 across two continents and an ocean: Today,
this more and more important in the Production of national, regional, and local
newspapers. And, of cOutse, the(cOmputer is in the middle of thetechniCal,
.
process, regulating trinsmissiOnl schealini, and other-important factora in the
Research has started to look at the
efficiency and accuracy ofthe effort.
impact of facsimiletransmission. Russell found-increase in use of facsimile
newspaPera throughout the world. "Several major technological innovaqons have
coincided to transform facsimile page -transmission from pipedream to reality,"
and a,
he wrote, He identified a "global" effect, a "mobile" effec
eeds clear
"decentralized" effect of this new technologyand ,00ncludedi
that facsimile transmission wili.Continue to grow in popularity f r some
consideratle time before reaching satiii-ation point. Particularly because current,
technology.permits transmission further and faster then ever before fax is
likely to continue -t6help newspapers to realize regional, national, and even
global aspirations.".
,

0

The computer is now a factor. 4n work tasks in the mailroom as weft. As mail
rates increase, more and more advertisers will use the newspaper as an
inexpensive distribution means--- considering more and 'More newspapers are

.

i
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Roducing segmented or zoned editions. This is not new, either, Moghdam notes:
"As with mosE other produccion operations, mailroOms were first computerized in
the Late 1960s, and,early Oforts were, limited to off-line.uses such as the
daily.productioi of drat4 deets.,Today most,millroom ecitipment is designed tfo be
y computer
Wilken 'wrote that robots, operated
"
fully.automatic
programs, are heading for the'maproom alscr,,replacing people.who stuff
Palmer wrote, 13 years, ago, that computers can
supplementi into the newspaper.
be programmed.to set bundle sizes for trucks at, thejoading dock, only one of
.numerous advantaged,of their applicatiOn, he riOteii,
.

4:6

.

.

In circulation and Marketing, there are numeroUp.applications. Moghdam has
conllruded that."circulation and marketi,og constitute one of the most promising,
'yet lest *xpiOred, ireas,for.appcation of electronic technOlogy." A number,of
w newspaPars are now using computerAzation of c.irculation gy listing subScribers
,on comAer systems, complete with account information. Computers also pu6duce
mailing labels for mailed issues, but also sort according to zip codes to
produce further sayings,for the company. Yet, as Moghdam. Says, most newspapers
have 'hot placed repources in such a direction to permit complete experimentation
with the marketing poWtial of fhe computer. this will be_a develoment for
later in. this decade.'
=

The.goal is simply to modernize plants which are in desperate need to be
more efficient and funcEional. When'a neWspaper gogs through this, it is often.a.,,
several stage effort, as documented by Dyment inhis.analysis of a small 4Ai1y
in New York..The modernization, in his stud3f, began with conversion to.offset in
"1964. This was followed by installation of the photocompaition system three
years 1.16r. The third stage was a new buildiug in f977 to house all ne4,
systems.

4
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The Electronic Newspaper"
.

today'a newopaper, and the newspaper of the future, is taking an alternative
form to the printed, home-delivered editions we are used to reading. 'This.form
has receive& perhaps the,most attention of°any cdmputer- and technology related
changes in the'literaeure. The printed Version of the newspaper has been adapted
to thetelevision screen. This happens eoday in two forms for the 'consumer.
First, the consumer may receive a one-way service as.part of his or her cable
teleiision service which produce's the printed teXt f a wire service story, a
wefther report,.or stock market summariesco the full7color screen. The second,
and far more sophisticated, is the twO-waiXor interactive, electrotkic newspaper
which allows,the cOnsumer to read the qews as he or she selects it'and not just
how it is programmed to the cable channel by the newspaper. This new form of the
newspaper is creating many new opportunitits for newspaper markets and as
potential sources of revenue for newspaper co9fnies fearing the end pf the
newspaper as we have known it in this century.
The nod-interactive systems- are often refsEred to as "teletext" and the
Experiments on teleteOlt began
interactive systems are known as "videotext.*:
less than a!decade ago in Great Britain and interest quickly grew in the United
States. These systems'seed to'be a force for tNe future. Knight-Ridder will have
Viewdata, an interactive system which has been tested.extensively in the past
metropolitan Miami
several years in Coral Gablea, Florida, in the three-coun
area this fall with-an immediate.goar of 5:000 customers.

At this point, reaction by consumers is an-important research concern. MUch
early researeh is proprietary; however, schblarly literature is beginning to .'
reveal discoveries of4this research. Researchers are beginning to pub/ish
research concerning public use, expectations, and fears of,sugh computerized
information sources. Teletext consumerl' use patterns, for example, were found
by Elton and Carey to be quite similar at both public teri4na1 sites and at .
home. Among other findings of the trial,research was ube mostly by dales under
age 45; use at tome dropped off after the "novelty effeci" wore off; and, they
found, graphics were favdrably received. The simplicity of teletext is an assee,
34
theY concluded, when compared to videotext.
,

Many newspapers seek interactive systems for their initial electronic
newspaper e.fforts, but are forced to choose, instead, the non-interactive
systems as an'alternative to very high research and development dosts.
Arrangements mue made with local cable systems and.a channel, perhapa several,
leased cfr otheNise contracted for,naws,and advertisin messages.'Abbott repor&s9
this was he option taken by a Massachuses nawspaper when suitable technology
Discsgsions with at last one other
at an affordable price was not available.
newspaper.pnblisher has supported this strategy.t,
wspaper," as some scholars have called this naw form, seems
an appropriate use of the compAter'in providing consumers with the most
up-to-diele news pp duct possible. "Of even greater value (than today's news) is
current news individually packagediso that one need notwplod through masses of
irrelevant data .in order to search out that which ia of personal intesIst..It is
this kind of tailored naws seryice.that network services can provide.
4, The "dedicated
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Morse has written that newspapers are playing a significant role in the
emerging videotex industry. "Some of the country'S larger newspaper
organizations are; in fact, the driving force---either actinvalone and
independently or in concert with other national corporationsbehind an,
industry Oat is expected.to generate anywhere,from $9 to,$19 billion by,199D,"
Morde also feels'the personal computer is another force in shaping
he wrote.
the videotex industry---a point which distinguishes 'the U.S. from other .
countries employing videotex systems. "With a milliop or two arceady in place,
they eliminate the:need.for modifying a tv, as has been the procedure in. most
other countries. The personal computer has become the terminal which a growinA
.
." he
number of fgericans rile for information'retrieval services
Morse notes four major videotex trials and pilots underway by'fall
concluded.
1982, in Coral Gables; Flurida; in Mission Viejo and Palos Verdes, California;
in Ridgewood,. New Jersey; and in. Manassas, Virginia. He also notes eight majOr
videotex and information retrieval services available by early-1483, rangidg
from Dow Jones, the first in 1974, to Viewtron in Miami and Keycom in Chicago"4
beginning in 1983. He identifies fourteen majorteletext trials and pillgs,
And,
beginning with Salt Lake City in 1978 to six future trials during 1982.
'interestingly, a report in 1981 stated that electronic publishing may require as
many as_four diverse companies to be successfulone,for gyformation, one for Clearly, such an
communications, one for technology, and one for marketing.
etiort is not a simple one.

What Lies Ahead for the Newspaper

.,

Smith notes that-many newspapers are already "tailoring" the news for their
readers through segmented, or zoned, sections of te newspaper, and he saysi
thiseis iust-the first step. He wrote, "all futuristic breakthroughs,are,
foreshadowed half a'century before their time'by processes that are the'same ,in
principle l'ut carry different labels. All over, the world now,:for.Well over a
decade, newspapers have been puhlishing'local zoned editions, stuffed into the
main papereas a means,of aggregating advertisinkfrom,a small codtentlated
Eventually', he reasons, the
neighborhood together with suitable local news.''
newspaper industry is evolving into a "more,efficient and les& Miscellaneous
Medium." We are, through the'computer, reaching more and more toward the
individual)consumer'. This, in effect, is pasding along some of the "gatel4eper"
decision making to the consumer.,It is, at.the least,.a mind-boggling
\

.

.

consideration forctr le journalist.

,

.
.

,

.

l

'"It is'clear that.the future trends in technological developmentvill have a
great impact on the physical characteristics of tAe end product. Thus a
me
discussion of the present and futnre systemb will naturally lead into
speculatiag3on-the future" of information packaging by newspapers," Mogit am
She continues, "Those newspapers in operation today that have not
concludes.
actively sought to Computerize their editorial and production functiani still
'find that the purchase or any new product or equipment invaiably forces them
('
into acknowledging the presence of electronic' technology."
'

,

s,

;

Rowe.suggests reporters.in less han two decades may be able to telephone a
computer from a remote location to dittate 'a story. While thit may not seem so
unique, use of voice yecognition is new. The reporter on the teléphane will be
recognized, and the signal'translated into digital.informating 5 ande stored and
used when needed--'-all'aiaing the editing and makeup process.

..
10.1.

Ike

r -16 With microcomputers and minicomputers growing in developn1ent and
application, the trend,toward large mainframe comPnter syste s with time sharing
among departments has changed. Today, most newspapers, in th ir computerization
and modernizatin efforts; are finding them reliable and,able to complete
Schmitz argues that by 1989, just six yesrs from now, we will
assigned tasks.
no longex bt dependeni on the mainframe computer. Taking its place will be thesesmaller.computers "with more power and- more storage than,today (1979X." He
continued: "The,total system will consist of a lot of technological wizardry.
But,-it_will be designed for newspaper people---to set up*,,program and manage.
Subsystems will e*ist for a range of applic ions like page laxout, classified,
editorial and illustration at-s,range of pr tea 'for the smallest to the largedt
subsystem concept IS the ke to the,future. It will be
4awspaper. T
independent and dnique for an application and will be connected in a network to
de 14ulge of different jobs that have to be done to produce your
'handle the
And as we have, aiscussed, there will bea continuing increase.in
newsPaper."
software development.at newspapers by in-house totputer programmers. As
newspapers become more and more specific'in their needs, there will'be a greater
demand for tailored software to meet these needs. At the same time 2-common
software needs among newspapers will lead us toward certain standard.sciftware
t,
from vendors outside the newspaper offices&
.
ar that much of the research and
Thus, from this literature review,l it appes
development of-computer applications iAsthe newspaper newsroom in the remaining
years of this lecade will center on (1) pagination; (2)'improved storage and
retrieval of information; (3) further movement toward all-terminal systems; and
(4) idcreased use of satellite technology for Wire service transmissions of
news, made-up pages 'fillr legional printing centers, and other messages.

.

.

,

Pagination experimentation will continue-to fotus on digiAZation of
graphics. As pore and more newspapers computerize thtir newsrooms, hey will
continue to consider means by'which the news, as well as reporter's notes,
mere's, and other non...published materials in,electronic form can fie prederved
indefinitely fo6 later referente. There will be cOntinued movement.toward
all-teriainal systems, as wellave seen in the, last five years. It is apparent

I.

\,

writing is improved by use of terminals by produting cleaner copy, addithnil
easier rgyrites, and a host of other reasons outlined in the literature.
Review of ANPAAasearch Institute Bulletins indicate mercural groweh. in use of
terminals since 1970 and'there is no signs of this sIpwing. Wire services are ,
becoming,more and more dependent on satellite communications networks to provide
greater speed at lower Coats; ia transmitting news to newsrooms across tile-world."'
Obviously, ttiis is not the only application.ye mill use satellites to transmit
pages to regional printing centers and to link newspapers in grbups for their
oWn communications system. The goal of all this is to compretely produce the
newspaper byelectronic means. The natural extension of this 'product is
electronic home defivery. And, as we Said at the 'outset, this is already
deVeloping todsy and will be available to the consumer on a wider scale in the
not-so-dis nt future.
In 1983, the experts have predicted a continuation of the trends we have
just discussed from the literature. Many of these,trends began at the startsof
this decade.and will be fufther developed this year. Among them are workftoward
*
more computerization of non-news departments, more cost-cdtting, standardization
of ad sizes, wider adalieation of pigination, and Increased use af.rbbotics.-.69

Tbe necispaper's product-- news--- will be enhanced by cOntinued technoiogical
advances. Among these are (1) costeffective geograghic and demographic
newspapers (and higher advertising re'enues); (2-ra better qualif'y newspaper
created by faster, more easily and mare economically production methoAs as
lakoiintensive areas' costs decline; and (3) new-data base Tenagement and
marketing possibilities tbr.auxiliary products and services..
4

But the computeris not all that we must be concerned about when we think
about technology and the newspaper. HaraHanks NeWspapers Executive Robert G.
Marbut has concluded the newspaper industry is "in'the midst of the most rapidly
Changing environment in the history of communications, and it will directly.
. whether we like it or mit, whether we are ready or
affect every one of us .
/1
not."
And two years later, he added: "(T)wo technologies (computers and
telecommunications) are either the major threat to our busigIss or the key to
. We're reallS, information prcoviders.uw
our future. Why? .
.

.
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